
RE-IMAGINING RFK

USING DC’S CAPTIVE AUDIENCE AS A REVENUE-DRIVEN INCENTIVE FOR A PRIVATELY-FUNDED STADIUMSite Location

Abstract

NFL stadiums are expensive, consume tremendous amounts of land and materials, and oftentimes 
require a significant amount of taxpayer funding. Additionally, outside of the ten to twelve football 
games held per year, infrequent concerts, and rarely hosted events like the Super Bowl, an 
overwhelming majority of sporting and entertainment events don’t require a facility of this size. 
Although a substantial amount of evidence suggests these facilities are poor financial investments 
for cities, they continue to be taxpayer funded due to reasons such as civic pride and fear of losing 
a  team to another city. Because sports are such an integral part of our culture, it is important to 
provide venues that can host NFL games and other large scale sporting events. To address the issue 
of publicly-funded stadiums, this thesis investigates how these venues can be designed to generate 
private, year-round revenue as an incentive for privately funded construction.

The Project

Today, stadiums and arenas are typically designed as “anchors” within urban developments, with 
the idea that their events can attract large masses of people on a continual basis, which increases 
spending in the area, generating tax revenue to pay for the facility. Although this strategy has shown 
some promise with smaller and less expensive 15-20k-seat arenas, it has been demonstrated that tax 
revenue generally doesn’t generate enough money to pay for large and infrequently-used facilities 
such as a 65,000-seat NFL stadium.

This thesis proposes an NFL stadium that reverses the idea of a stadium “anchor.” Rather than relying 
on the stadium to be the central attraction that sparks development for increased tax revenue, the 
venue will be designed as a privately-funded mixed-use hub that captures revenue from the influx 
of people provided by the city. Instead of cities contributing hundreds of millions of dollars towards 
facilities that bring them minimal return, they could potentially invest that money in multiple, less 
expensive public buildings that benefit the community as a whole and attract people to the area. As 
people are continually drawn to the site, the stadium could be centrally located and include mixed 
uses that capture spending on a daily basis.

On Stadium Site

Hotel
• 112 Standard/Suite Hotel Rooms
• 60 Event Suite Hotel Rooms
• Pool & Recreation Space
• Underground Valet Parking

Event
• Indoor Market Hall/Event Lobby
• Event Club Lounges/ Hotel Event Space
• Event Club Lounges/Public Restaurants

Other
• Indoor Urban Farming for Market
• Leased Office Space
• Pop-Up Retail Space
• Public Flex Space

Potential Surrounding Features
• Existing Armory
• Robert F. Kennedy Memorial
• Ice Rink
• Skate Park
• Art Pavilion
• Cultural Center
• Aquatic Center
• Sports & Entertainment Complex
• Community Playing Fields
• Urban Beach & Floating Pool
• Aquarium
• Amphitheater
• Boat House & Water Taxi Stop
• Environment Center
• Ecology Lab
• Playground & Picnic Areas

The RFK Stadium-Armory Campus is located just minutes east of the National Mall, on the west bank 
of the Anacostia River in Washington, D.C.

Much of the inspiration for this project came from the 
organic and free-flowing nature of the site. Because 
the project is nestled between the historic Capitol Hill 
neighborhoods and the Anacostia River, it was necessary 
for a building of this size to blend into the landscape in 
order to avoid dominating its surroundings. Due to zoning 
requirements that limit structures in this area to a maximum 
height of 130 feet, the stadium bowl needed to be designed 
80 feet below grade, which is about double that of a typical 
NFL facility. The stadium site is also located at the end of the 
monumental corridor, which lead to the idea of opening up 
the building towards the city’s core and allowing cars and 
pedestrians crossing the bridge to see through to the other 
side.

Inspiration Seating Climate & Noise Control Pedestrian & Vehicular CirculationStructureMulti-Functional & Public Project Features

Because of the site’s close proximity to residential areas, 
noise control was a high priority. Climate and weather control 
was also a requirement if the stadium would have the ability 
to host year-round sporting and entertainment events. 
Because a retractable roof would consume a significant 
amount of vertical space that was needed for mixed-use, a 
fixed ETFE (Ethylene tetrafluorethylene) roof was chosen. 
Because ETFE is 1% the weight of glass, transmits 95% of 
light, and has multiple layers of air space, it requires a much 
lighter structure, allows users to feel like they are outdoors, 
and insulates better than glass. In addition to the roof, both 
ends of the stadium have two sets of large, bi-fold doors with 
standard doors built into them. This idea allows fresh air into 
the stadium, while also having the capability to close during 
inclement weather.

One of the major challenges of this project was balancing the 
placement of 60,000 seats. In order to maintain spectator 
viewing comfort, risers become steeper as they move higher 
above the field of play. This was a major design problem, as 
the site for this project had strict height limitations. Because 
the intention was to keep both ends of the stadium open, the 
challenge became how to balance a diverse seating program 
with height restrictions and viewing angles. To insure proper 
seating angles, “c-value” was used as a measure of seating 
comfort; this was automatically calculated with the use of 
“Toro”, which is a plug-in for Grasshopper. Case studies of 
US Bank Stadium and the new Inglewood Stadium in Los 
Angeles were also done to determine proper seating rakes.

The RFK Stadium-Armory Campus is located in an area that 
has potential for heavy, fast-moving traffic, which would be a 
design concern if there was an increase in activity. Because 
the idea of the project was to create a walkable, pedestrian-
friendly site, private parking was best suited underground 
rather than street level. In order to accommodate fans and 
visitors, three pedestrian bridges were integrated to allow 
centralized access from around the site. Because fans enter 
the site above the street, unobstructed underground parking 
circulation can take place below.

Lower Bowl General: 11,835 seats. 120 ADA,  23° Rake
Lower Bowl Club: 8,940 seats, 90 ADA, 15° Rake
Middle Bowl General: 18,305 seats, 185 ADA, 31° Rake 
Upper Bowl: 21,015 seats, 210 ADA, 34° Rake

Multi-functional and/or Public Space

Event-Only Space

Transverse Section (1”=20’-0”)

Market Hall Vendors

Main Concourse

Leased Office

Flex Space

Media & Radio Parking

VIP & Team Parking

VIP Lounge

VIP & Lower Suites

Sideline Club, Field Suites

Upper Suite

Press Box

Club Concourse

Event Lobby/Pop-Up 
Retail

Sideline Club, Field Suites

Club Concourse

Lower Suites Hotel Parking

Hotel Parking

Main Concourse

Pool/Recreation

Indoor Urban Farming

Hotel Lobby, Hotel 
Event Suites

Upper ConcourseUpper Concourse

Hotel Rooms

Levels 2-8 Leased Office

Levels 3-8 Leased Office

Levels 1-2 Pop-Up Retail & Office

One of the most popular structural systems being used in 
modern ETFE stadium applications is a cable-spring system, 
which allows for large differential displacements without 
exerting large support reactions on the building. However, 
because the cables hang down so far, the system did not 
work well with height the restrictions of this project. In 
order to prevent the cables from hanging over the field and 
blocking spectator views, a cable-spring system with shorter 
spans was implemented to extend behind the seating, and 
rest on two central trusses running parallel to the field. The 
trusses were designed to show movement through the 
building, which was a design intention from the beginning of 
the project.
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